
EXIT STRATEGY

        What was once described as "the justifiable war" or the "necessary
war" is rapidly becoming portrayed as the war "not worth waging". The
cry for an exit strategy is not far away.  The case for troop withdrawal is
appealing for reasons you already know. Afghans understand that
international support is finite. They just don't know how long they have,
nor whether they will have the resources necessary to take control
themselves. It's not surprising that many Afghan families are reluctant to
take sides. The penalties for supporting NATO forces or ignoring directives
from the Taliban are severe.  

Camp Parwan pictured below

    
      So, what is TIE's exit strategy? We will do as much for the Afghan
people as we can, for as long as possible. We will exit only when forced to
go, leaving behind Afghan teachers, program directors, village leaders,
men, women and children, who will carry on the struggle for survival and
the most basic human freedoms. We we'll find ways of supporting them
from afar. Are any of you raising carrier pigeons?  



     In other words, TIE doesn't have an exit strategy. Or it might be said
that our exit strategy includes continuing to provide education,
humanitarian, reconstruction, and economic aid, after the military forces
have withdrawn. We won't as Charlie Wilson is quoted as saying "___ up
the end game". What's "the end game"? See the movie Charlie Wilson's
War or read "Afghanistan, Why Should Anyone Care?" click here.

These are cow manure patties used for cooking and heating the tents

     Pictured below are photos of rice being distributed ten days ago to
107 families living in the refugee camp known as Parwan (pictured
above). We distributed clothing, blankets, and shoes,  to these families in
April.  If you haven't seen the video of distribution day click here. Don't
miss watching the young Afghan girl who cleaned up, literally and
figuratively. She personifies Afghan resolve.   



       I'm often been asked how we know whether our support reaches the
right people. In this instance, Basir and Maiwand (program directors for
TIE) went to Parwan and required the leaders to make a list of every
family living in the camp. One designee from each family was given a
ticket. We then arranged for buses to bring them to our office, where
they exchanged their ticket for a bucket of rice. Each bucket contained 30
rice packages, enough for 180 meals. Cumulatively
they went home with 19,260 meals. The buses then returned them to

their camp. 

    Notice they sent women and 
children, an inherently more
trustworthy group. Interesting,  how
that seems to be universally true.   

   

 
 



    I have several more "good news" reports to share. It's tough keeping
up with the "bad news". Actually, it's impossible, given the relative
coverage of both.  

    This weekend is Lafayette's Art & Wine Festival. Details will be
provided on Wednesday. Visit our booth on Saturday or Sunday.

Best regards,

Budd

FORWARD TO A FRIEND

To learn more about TIE go to www.trustineducation.org   

To view more photos go to www.flickr.com

To see a video of children in Afghanistan Juggling click here 
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